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Basic Developments in Financial Fields during  
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?A Comparative Review of Financial Regulations and  
Monetary Policies in Major Economies around the 2000s?
Toshiharu Kitamura
is paper intends to undertake a comparative review of the basic trends of nancial regulations 
and nancial policies around the 2000s. 
Following some arguments to the underlying changes in nancial elds, Part I focuses on ?i? nan-
cial regulation ?both institutional and regulatory aspects of nancial business and performance?, ?ii? 
major nancial policies ?interest rate, money supply/stock, ination target?, and ?iii? relation between 
monetary and scal policies. 
Part ? discusses in some detail the problems of the most recent monetary policies in the US, EU, 
UK and Japan. Part ? also discusses mixed analytical views on the deationary process of Japan?s econo-
my and nature of the most recent bold monetary policy adopted by the Bank of Japan in comparison with 
other major central banks ?FRB, BOE, and ECB?.
is paper is essentially a summary of my English/Japanese lectures of ?nancial economics,? based 
on my regulatory and academic experiences for the last quarter century around the 2000s ?between the 
1990s and early 2010s?, at the Ministry of Finance ?until 1999? and the Public Interest Oversight Board 
?between 2007 and 2014? as well as at Graduate School of Global Information and Telecommunication 
Studies and Asia-Pacic Studies, Waseda University ?between 2000 and 2014?. Financial regulations and 
monetary policies are so technical that one paper is not good enough at all but, to round o my public as-
signments, I would like to bring my understandings of the recent nancial developments in a short essay, 
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